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An introduction to residents’
comments
The Oxford County Community Wellbeing Survey was structured to address each of the eight domains of
the Canadian Index of Wellbeing (CIW) framework, as well as perceptions of overall wellbeing and
demographic characteristics of the participants. Almost all of the questions had a limited number of
possible answers, with the exception of a few questions that required participants to enter their responses
to selected demographic factors (e.g., age in years) or frequency of participation (e.g., specific number of
times per month that a person engaged in selected leisure activities).
At the end of the questionnaire, residents were provided with an opportunity to offer further input by
responding to an open-ended question: “Do you have any other comments or suggestions to improve
wellbeing in Oxford?” The residents’ comments not only add context and texture to the survey results,
but ensure that other important issues related to wellbeing in Oxford County were not overlooked.
Of the 1,304 participants in the survey, 349 (26.8%) took the opportunity to provide comments. Their
comments are reproduced on the following pages and are unedited to fairly and accurately represent the
voices of the participants.
The comments have been organised within each of the eight domains of the CIW framework, as well as
categories for overall wellbeing and for comments concerning the survey itself. Within each domain, the
comments are further organised into categories representing major themes that emerged. In doing so, this
Addendum provides a rich array of ideas, experiences, suggestions, and concerns that add depth to our
understanding of the results presented in A Profile of Wellbeing of Oxford County Residents.
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Community Vitality
Community belonging and cohesion


Great place to live, I don't do much within the community, however, I still feel part of this great
county.



Proud of community volunteers that pull together at **all*** events.



Glad to say, I Love Living in my present Oxford Community.



At this time my only comment is that my wife and i should have moved to Oxford County/
Tillsonburg when we first retired 6 years ago.



I live in Tillsonburg, it is an aging community and feels like everything is being done for the
elderly. This is important but also need to think about the younger people (things to do, jobs
etc.)



Born here, worked here and lived most of my life here. A good place to live.



I was also very impressed with the spirit of community that exists. The amount of community
based events and festivals was impressive. I really like this community and feel a sense of
belonging and a sense of commitment with respect to getting involved.



I love living in Oxford :)



I think our community is heading in the right direction. We need to balance costs with needs or
would likes, so far I feel we are doing a good job. Keep Taxes in check.



There is a lot of great things in Oxford County, I chose to live in the part of Ontario. I moved
here almost 18 years ago and don't regret it. But, things can always be made better.



I think oxford county is a great place to live and work It was an excellent place to raise our
children and think it will be a great place to grow old we need to be prouder of our county and
all it has to offer



Enjoy living here, r well established



Define community... I live in Creditville - a blink and you miss it community. The
Neighbourhood and the Community are the same thing. As such there are minimal services in
this community, but that is part of the enjoyment of rural living. If you are referring to the
community as the entire County of Oxford then questions may have different responses. There
has never been a formal neighbourhood or community meeting in Creditville that I am aware
of, however we have had conversations with a couple of neighbours. I also choose to not
participate in many activities, this is in no way a reflection of the quality of services that
Oxford County provides, but rather a personal choice.



We feel very happy to be living in the county of Oxford and since we are in our 80's, we’re
very comfortable with the way things are now



It is a great community and we are very happy living here.



Not really. Just need to get used to living in a new town.
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Born and raised and a full fledged Woodstonian and very proud to live in Woodstock. We have
so much to offer and other communities envy what we have, such as new hospital, Sakura
house, nice trails along the Pittock and other trails. Woodstock indeed has a lot to offer.



Oxford is great, I grew up in Brownsville wonderful community.



Thanks for making Oxford County a nice community to live in!



It is important to advocate for all our community and especially the elderly and the young
children.



Woodstock is a great place to live. The local community and representatives are very proud of
this city and work hard to spin a positive light on this community.



Very happy living in Tillsonburg.



We have lived in quite a number of towns and cities both in Quebec, Ontario and Wales.
Ingersoll is by far the most friendly place we have ever lived in, including the towns and
villages in Wales. We love Oxford County and it is getting better by the year.



We enjoy life here.



I am satisfied with the Town and area we live in.



Oxford is an awesome place with an awesome community to live in



Overall I really love living in Tillsonburg.



As relative new comers to Oxford County I would say we are quite happy here. We live on a
rural property but frequently enjoy several natural areas (parks/conservation.)



Our family sadly, isn't proud of this town... a methadone clinic on the main street!! Really! We
lost our sears because of that. Empty buildings not being re rented. So much loitering around
Tim Hortons and the church steps, makes the drive thru the down town feel low class and dirty



Need more things to do and ways to meet people in the community.



Greater engagement of youth in our community, especially the high-risk groups of youth whom
we seem to be failing most.



Being new to the area, I have found it difficult to meet new people and feel a sense of
community during the winter months. Hopefully the nice weather brings people out and there
will be some events and things going on



Utilize the network of 4 lane highways and our location for jobs and tourism - get folks that
live here out in to the Country more and vice versa



As a younger, newer member to an established, older community I find it difficult to get to
know people even with social media, although that is helping and of course it will take time.



Community members need to be taught how to be kind in words and deeds



I do love oxford county, I live in woodstock and I do have many friends. However, I am
suffering from physical ailments that prevent me from many thing. But I do intend to get better
soon and I would like to hopefully retire here.



I'm waiting for both hip replacements so I've struggled with becoming part of the community
when it's been difficult and painful to get around. We've only been here for 6 months but only
1 neighbour even said hello. It would be great to have a welcome package for people moving
into the community. When I'm better we plan to become more involved in the community.
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Connectedness (public transit, bicycle and walking
paths)


More bicycle lanes



Extended public transportation hours



Bus services from different communities. I cannot get around the county unless i own a car.



Can we do anything about train delays at the three busy times of the day and the tracks that
demolish my car.(Ingersoll).



We lack affordable, attainable, public transportation for seniors who do not drive



Train traffic in Ingersoll is horrible. tracks on Pemberton wreck your car...new bridge helps but
then you run into southlland and the slow commute to CAMI...they are allowed to shuttle in the
middle of the road..while everyone is trying to get somewhere



A regular bus service around Town (Tillsonburg) and to the next community would be essential
to staying in the community.



Introduce 24 hour daily public transportation across the county.



Some sort of bus service for people who can’t drive.



I don't own a car. I would like to see more development for alternative transportation.... More
bike lanes, car shares etc. /



Pave more roads.



Free transportation for the elderly to and from their vehicles at Cowapalooza



It is difficult to live in Oxford County without a car. If I did not drive, I would not be able to
keep the job I have. There is no way to get there without a car. It would be a good idea to look
into bus transportation between towns like Ingersoll and Woodstock, even once in the morning
and once in the afternoon and once at night - just to provide people with a way to get around.



Years ago there was a bus service picking up people on a route around the county, although I'm
not sure of details, just that my Grandmother did use it occasionally. Generally, we have no
option but to drive our own vehicles or carpool. Paratransit is a huge need in Oxford.



Bus service to Woodstock



Bus transportation in Tillsonburg would be helpful.



Transportation for the people with low income



Better transit service regarding hours of service for those working shift work and holiday /
work. People can bus to work but have to taxi home which is a hardship for those on limited
income. This complaint I hear often.



We need a county-wide transportation system so I can get around without having to require a
vehicle.



Need greyhound bus stops in Tillsonburg



Public transportation and information regarding this. I recently had to ride the bus, but could
not get info about the times and stops. I was sent to a voice mail 3x
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No public transit available which makes it difficult to get to services in the county unless you
drive or rely on friends. In many communities, there are no options other than drive - no taxis
either.



The train station is a disgusting and run down mess that is entirely unsafe and an eye sore. I
wouldn't get off a train there!! I would drive to Woodstock where it is well lit and safe.



Love our walking trails!



Off leash dog walk area, more bike, nature trails



More hiking and biking areas!!



More benches along pathways/trails for people to rest when out for a walk



Continue to develop outdoor recreational trails for biking, hiking and off leash dog areas.



I would like to have more outdoor trails to walk and would also like to have another indoor
walking track.



More walking trails between communities.



More recreational trails



We are very fortunate to have great walking/nature trails in our area. I would like to see them
protected and expanded. I spend hours walking on them almost every week. I think that
contributes to my physical and emotional well being. Perhaps the trails could be promoted
more?

Accessibility


We live near the northern border of Oxford County in a rural area. Access to services means
driving some distance. We more often access Perth County services and activities.



I live in a rural area, in north Oxford and look out of the county for many services, specifically
to the Region of Waterloo. New Hamburg and Wilmot township are closer than Woodstock for
me. One daughter lives in Waterloo and that is a pull for us. That is where I attend the
symphony and many other events, working in a family visit as a bonus. We have a subscription
to the Waterloo Region Record which keeps me informed about choices and opportunities. I
have heard good things about the Southgate Centre in Woodstock, but I feel it's a bit far to
make the commitment as a member.



It is a lovely place to live. I worry as I age that I will not be able to stay here. If you are not
able to drive it is very difficult to access services and appointments. No public transportation
available from Plattsville. As long as you can drive and access services you are okay but very
challenging for youth and for seniors. This issue is significant for the community.



I live in the village of Plattsville and have answered the questions based on living in Plattsville.
I have done this because there is no public transportation to the largest center in the county
(Woodstock) where many of the activities discussed are available. We do not have a doctor,
medical facility, grocery store, gas station, or community center in the village. This means that
you must travel for these activities and, if you are unable to drive, you have to depend on
someone to take you. My belief is that in order to improve the wellbeing in Oxford, each small
community should be have all the things necessary for wellbeing within in that community.
Accessibility means more that being able to get in a building!



I work 6 days a week. I am a licensed driver with 1 car. My wife is not licensed and almost
always stays at home because everywhere is too far to walk and taxis are too expensive. We
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live in Southbridge subdivision. If there was regular cost effective bus system we would use it
and also it would get rid of a lot of cars that are everywhere. My wife would prefer to live in
London because closer to halal food and transportation.


Love the fact that Woodstock is near London, Kitchener, Toronto. Easy access to bigger
communities which have more to offer. Wish the shopping was better in Woodstock.



As someone who lived the majority of their life in a city environment, there are certainly things
that I miss now that I live in a small town. While moving to Tillsonburg has been a good
decision for me and my family, I greatly miss access to a variety of dining out options, both
mid-range and high-end restaurants. There are far too many fast food and processed food
options in Tillsonburg and not enough local food dining options and quality food options. As
I'm trying to live a healthy lifestyle, trying to find smart options when dining out in Tillsonburg
is very difficult. The town of Tillsonburg needs to encourage more non-franchise and non-chain
restaurants...we live in a agriculturally rich area with access to wonderful local food and
Tillsonburg needs to follow the example set by surrounding communities (Woodstock, Simcoe,
etc) and encourage restaurants who use and promote local, real food.



Middle class and young families have poor opportunities available on many levels. We shop
and entertain ourselves outside to the county. That's not good for any of us.

Infrastructure and safety


Stop the crap from the county and take care of the roads.



Fix the roads.



Review road names.. your address says we live on 9th line, but road signs, post office etc says
we need to use a 5 word street name.. too long.



Make all county roads or highways 4 lane minimum routes. Eliminate 2 lane roads.



Also, there needs to be improved pedestrian access on Devonshire east. There are no sidewalks,
bike lanes, crosswalks, or crossing guards, and it is a very busy street that kids have to cross or
walk along to get to schools, parks, neighbours, etc. This needs to change.



The trails, sidewalks and walkways in this town should be plowed and maintained all year
round for better access.



We need the street in Norwich resurfaced as some are regular pot holes.



To much fast traffic on a narrow street.



Maintain and service at least existing roads, streets, and structures that need to be upgraded for
both safety and on going use!



People using scooters- safety is an issue so many of the around on the road and not the
sidewalk, appears to be unsafe and no knowledge of traffic at times also may have a passenger
with them. If our sidewalks are that bad and many streets have no sidewalk in certain sections
then they drive on the roads the roads are rough and they travel too fast.



Also, bike lanes on our roads would be awesome, just don't feel very safe on the main roads in
our community.



The traffic light at North Street and Concession needs to have an advanced green either north or
south. MANY times there has been near accidents as vehicles are trying to turn and the light
does not allow for even one vehicle to go through safely on a green light at busy times! I have
called and reported it and I am sure that many others have as well and it remains the same!
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Yes it would help if the gravel roads were keep clear of dust. The dust is interfering with our
breathing. In my opinion the dust is keeping us from enjoying outdoor activities as well as
working outdoors. The township will not address this situation. The road traffic has increased
to the point that at times you can’t even see the car/trucks that pass you from the dust. I feel the
township should keep the dust down at all times, not just once in a while.



The most important thing that we have always needed is a sidewalk to walk on.....we have been
waiting for 30 years. This would improve the quality of life for many residents in Mount Elgin.
The main highway is very busy (Provincial road) and it is hard to get across the highway
because of the heavy traffic. The park is across the highway for many residents in the village of
Mount Elgin which creates a safety issue.



Crosswalk at Springbank Ave. should have flashing lights, and a 40km zone when school starts
and ends. I’ve seen traffic, at busy times ,zooming by for 2-3 minutes before the crossing guard
can get out on the street , with his sign. And at the same time no one slows down , in fact alot
speed up to get by before he comes out with his sign ......( there going more than 50 km/hr )



I’m not satisfied with maintenance of the trails. I regularly use Pitock trail and it is always dirty
with leaves in Autumn and snow and ice in the Winter.



Shovel sidewalks so i don't fall again this year



Some of the main roads in Woodstock need repairs/Devonshire for instance



Some roads need work but the pothole crew is fantastic.



Ingersoll St has a traffic nightmare around CAMI shift end and beginning ..cars driving WAY
too fast and heavy traffic on that road. actually in general I am extremely dissatisfied with the
speed at which traffic travels on that road.. Way too fast and never patrolled with radar



There are several areas of town that need to be cleaned up- we could have better off road biking
trails here with some effort and clean up. The path by the river near the mini put is overgrown
with weeds and you cant even see the water anymore! Why doesn't the town clean up the
riverbed there cut it and make it a nice safe place to walk again, fresh gravel on the path and
some maintenance to the overgrown brush.



The area around the gazebo downtown just smells of dog piss and at any given time has piles of
dog crap in it.



Woodstock has a great paved walking and cycling path near the water, we could have that too
with some time and investment. St Marys has a great cycling path that includes a large part
that's off road, again we could have that. We first need to clean up the area around our
waterway.



Open public washrooms more frequently (Southside Park should be unlocked daily when parks
employees arrive at work in morning; WR beside city hall should be open on holidays & when
people gather, i.e. Victoria Day parade, Remembrance Day). Build a new, clean, safe
washroom downtown like Ingersoll has (the current one feels unsafe with the dark corridor
leading to it where someone could hide).



Do not force us to get Smart metres or these wireless transmitters. They are detrimental to
health (I work in energy medicine). This should not be forced upon us.

Personal safety


Victoria St has poorly lit areas on it to walk at night



Safety in trails needs to be discussed
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The area around the cheese house on Victoria St is not a safe area to walk at night alone. Its
dimly lit and very sketchy



We need lighting in our village of Delmer as it is very dark and unsafe at night time.



My concern is that there may be some drug problems in our community, so I don't feel safe
walking in the community alone.



There is too much property crime in South West Oxford Township.



Some areas in Woodstock are sketchy and I would not walk alone at night.

Downtown and businesses


Encourage small business to fill downtown (Woodstock) vacancies.



I would like to see continued emphasis on development of smaller business and keep out box
stores.



Make businesses in the community more inviting (signs more colorful and modern) and keep
buildings occupied. Empty buildings make a community less friendly.



Downtown Woodstock needs more interesting stores like Stratford has. Our downtown
shopping leaves a lot to be desired. Plus the merchants do not return our money when they
receive a return. They only issue a credit or exchange. This is the main reason I will not shop
the stores in downtown Woodstock.



Need more retail outlets so people don't have to go shopping in other communities because of
limitations in Woodstock.



I would suggest that there should be some focus on attracting new and established retail outlets
to this community. Still a need to go out of town for shopping experiences.



What is local government doing about bringing new business downtown? All those empty
stores just makes the town look run down and dumpy.



Our town needs a much stronger sense of community downtown. A big focus needs to be put
on downtown, either through lower rent so more businesses can open up or more events
downtown.

Marginalised groups (people with disabilities, older
adults)


We need more social services for young disabled adults.



Make this community better for the honest impoverished persons, disabled people who don't
take advantage of any systems and just do their best to survive. There is very little compassion
for people as they are just lumped in under the social assistance or under the "tax funded"
programs (CPP, what have you) and often they tend to isolate due to this. Often these were
hard-working people who may have had issues with work and ended up this way and are now
being ridiculed for it because sometimes it can be "invisible." Offer, reduced rates for people
with reduced income as they are paying exorbitant rates for housing and hydro and such, they
can't always afford food or other luxuries.
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There is always room for improvement in making the city more accessible for people with
disabilities.



Better accessibilities for people that require wheelchairs for mobility. There are still places of
business that we cannot access because of this.



The handicap accessibility downtown is disgusting, there are almost NO handicap doors for
them and most stores are wheelchair inaccessible and in this day and age that's not acceptable.



Of course no one with a wheel chair will come visit downtown anyway when they find out they
can’t get into most of the stores and once that dump comes in, anyone who cares about their
health will move.



Do not feel that seniors in Tillsonburg matter to Oxford County. It is heavily slanted towards
Woodstock and the rural areas. We are the "poor cousins".



With our ageing population continue to develop long range plans and housing options including
for memory loss/dementia.



Oxford do not help the old people. That is living on there own. When there husband go the
nursing homes or die and that look after there children all there life and they do not have the
income to look after there self.



I am aware of the challenges facing a number of folks who use the Adelaide Soup Bowl,
Operation Sharing, Bullwinkles and Tavistock Assistance Program, for example.



Take best care possible of the elderly and handicapped.



Encourage more promotion of the Men's VON SMART Program in Woodstock ... best kept
secret in town



Being we are dominated by a Senior or going to be a Senior demographic I believe that in turn
will lower the Health care cost and lessen the traffic and waiting period to Other people in need



More emphasis placed on "aging population", especially retirees (Traditionals, Baby Boomers)
and their place in the community as they are or will be the largest & most influential group
from either a positive or negative perspective. The proverbial Maslow pyramid is turning
upside-down.



Work on inclusion for less enfranchised residents than me - mental health, poverty, etc



Help to get recycling services for seniors who have difficulty getting to pickup points.

Urban/rural differences


The County of Oxford revolves around the City of Woodstock. My entire life in this county has
been in the Tillsonburg / South-West Oxford area. I feel the rural communities are not
represented enough or have as much pull as the City of Woodstock. I am not alone in this
feeling. Its a "cut off" feeling which keeps us in this southern part of the county feeling
resentment towards the "big city" with what seems to have all the resources. Then to have
County Council feel that they can control or take over our infrastructure is disheartening. Don't
get me wrong, our current councils need to stand up and be heard as well. In the end this
County and local municipalities have been historically run by old school politics. Why change
what has worked for 100 years? Its time to move forward and time for change.



Remember that there is more to Oxford County than just Woodstock.



Woodstock rules rural Oxford is out of luck
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Dont forget about the small country towns surrounding Woodstock when reviewing/improving
access, programs and supports available. Thank you



Rural areas are already disadvantaged by accessibility and technology - I have hope that one
day we have more opportunities for connectivity that towns and cities have.



Being in the country has made daycare and summer camp extremely difficult with little to no
options that I can find to suit our needs. Because of our location (address is Woodstock, taxes
go to Blandford-Blenheim), it's been very difficult to find the help that we've needed for
various concerns and activities. Thames County school board (bus and school systems), City of
Woodstock, Township of Blandford Blenheim, County of Oxford, and Grand River
Conservation Authority are the systems that I've circled over the last 8 months, so it's been very
frustrating at times.

Internet access


We would like to have better Internet access. We currently use Bell and have not been offered
the Fibre network in our 7 year old neighbourhood that we understand Tillsonburg is promoting
as available in our community at large.



Complete and utter lack of internet access on Pittock Park Road is insulting due to the continual
availability of top-tiered Fiber and Cable to house which directly back onto many of our home's
property.



Encourage opportunities for same communications service provided to non-rural residents.
With the ever increasing electronic connectedness of today, rural people shouldn't be forced to
pay several hundred dollars per month for internet services. Plainly stated--force Bell to
provide high-speed service over copper to rural customers because Bell Mobility service costs
are way out of line.



Better and cheaper internet in rural areas (cable internet)

Additions to the community


Would love to see the community become more pet friendly i.e. more and better dog parks,
restaurants with patios allowing dogs, waste stations for dogs etc.



Increased availability of home help, indoor and outdoor.



Need a ring road!



An elevator at the Embro Town Hall.



Benches for old or impaired people to rest



We do need a mall that people can go and shop and offer a food court with a variety of
restaurants for people to choose from. It is great for seniors who need to get out and go for a
walk and feel safe.



Positive community stories published in the weekend shoppers newspaper



Professionals that could monitor those who have the desire to improve their wellbeing



Higher quality of reading material in library - challenge people to read prize winning literature
not junky romances and 7 day loans!
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We definitely need more retail stores, things to do for kids, teenagers, adults. I feel woodstock
has become a seniors city. The shopping here sucks big time! I get tired of always having to go
out of the city to shop. At least we have a good grocery store ( foodland ). woodstock is so far
behind the times it is pathetic. Shopping and entertainment here really suck!...ask anyone who
lives here. Other than that, it is a nice quiet place to lay your head.



Community services – including counseling, support groups, yoga and art classes, grief support



I would also like to see a dog park in town. There is lots of land to do so and would be a great
social activity to have. Good for dogs to run freely and good for owners to get together.



More things for families with children!!!! Less stuff for old people.



More shopping for ladies over 40.



More stores to shop and not have to leave town to do it. Love the service of watching movies at
the library but need to have a better way of deciding if there is enough room for all that want to
attend.



I am only 48 years old, and will travel out of town to go to mall if I just want to spend a few
hours leisurely shopping at variety of places and simply enjoy the convenience of a mall.
Woodstock has been without a mall since Blandford Square Mall and we are desperately
needing a new mall here. Strip malls aren't the same. The Mall also encourages people to get
out of their homes and socialize and walk around. It's mostly important for the seniors who
have worked so hard all their life and need something to do. A mall will give them an
invitation to walk around, get some exercise, enjoy some fellowship, have a coffee and perhaps
buy something. It's also very safe for them so that when walking around they don't injure
themselves by falling and it also makes it convenient for them as there are a lot of washrooms
closeby for them to use.

Healthy Populations
Health care services – access


There is NO health care available in this town - NO DOCTOR taking new patients. Being a
Senior, we need to have medical care, and this town does NOT offer new people to the area
health care - pretty SAD state of affairs!



WE NEED MORE DOCTORS!!!! We also need doctors at Woodstock General emergency that
want to take care patients and not watch the clock to see if they have to tend to the next patient
yet! It's an absolute shame that some people stay home that need to go to hospital. When I was
having my heart attack I almost waited to long before finally going to hospital. When I got
there they made me walk (while I held onto the wall) to the back of the ward.



More doctors



The hospital is just an office centre...have you ever tried to get on the list for free physio? My
Dr is in Dorchester because Doc Walker decided she was tired of working with old people and
left but wanted me to pay to get my records..No one accepts test results from Ingersoll
hospital...you have to get them redone...Lots of opportunities for drug users to get free drugs at
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pharmacies and medical centres. Do appreciate free parking at hospital if I ever go. Not looking
forward to having to go to any retirement home and the nursing homes give me nightmares.


The other huge issue that was close to ignored in the survey is the lack of doctors. I'm not sure
that there's the ability to have a lot of control over this but it is a serious issue, particularly with
the lack of access to even a medical clinic.



We need doctors in Woodstock who accept new patients.



We need more doctors! I have been waiting for over two years



More communication between doctors



We need more doctors. Many are getting to be of retirement age and there doesn't seem to be
any to replace them. The doctors we have are not taking new patients so when your doctor
leaves for whatever reason, there is no where to go. We cannot depend on the ER at the
hospital for issues that could be taken care of in a doctors office or clinic.



We need more family doctors, and the option to change family doctors. Not all are suited to the
aging population.



Better access to healthcare, especially walk-in medical clinics.



Physicians badly needed. The number of residents without a family physician is high. Health
care needs to be a priority.



More family doctors for our area. Our doctor retired last May and we have been without a
doctor since then. We have to use the local emergency room and it's not always the place to be
for some of our health questions. We also have a child with a heart condition and no family
doctor.



Do what we can to improve the timeliness of medical tests. One can have a cancer grow while
waiting for tests.



In my opinion, our greatest need in Oxford County is for more family doctors. With our aging
population and more people choosing to move to Oxford County when they retire, there are not
enough family doctors to serve the needs of our population.



We have a CT scanner at the Tillsonburg hospital. I think it should be used more often, hire the
appropriate people and bring people to it to reduce wait times now it sits many hours a day with
no activity.



My main issues with living in Woodstock are that there are no family doctors available, and the
one walk in clinic provides no dignity to the people who use it, it's hours are limited.



We need more family doctors.



Health care needs to be reassessed



Access to doctors- only one clinic open, once a week- first come first served....



We have no family doctor locally. Our doctor is in London. Wait times for physiotherapy was 3
months, much too long. Medical services that would be preventative in nature should be
promoted and offered free of charge by our provincial and federal governments.



We need more new doctors taking new patients. I have two daughters 21 & 18 yrs both
diagnosed with Crohns. My second daughter struggled with IBS symptoms for 2 years and
neither the GP or Pediatrician could diagnose this, only the GI Dr who would not see her until
she turned 18. So she has been in constant pain daily because nobody would do anything...this
is BS! I'm thankful we don't have to pay for health care but the quality sucks. GP's are way too
busy to do anything but pass the buck or ignore it till you go away! Driving 1/2 hr each way
into town for 20 or more appts per year is not ideal either. I'm fortunate to have flex hours at
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work that allowed me to do this. It would be my first concern to have access to a new doctor
within my community that would take us even though we currently have a doctor out of town.
Thank you for this survey.


More doctors



A walk-in-clinic



More nursing jobs for rpn's that are not in the hospital.



More Doctors



Keep Alexandra Hospital, Ingersoll open as it is a necessity for local residents and well used.
Attempt to attract more family physicians to this town. Continue the Cardiac Rehab Program in
Ingersoll. Continue to provide (and possibly increase) health care services in Oxford County so
we don't have to travel to London for these services. Possibly obtain a cardiologist at
Woodstock Hospital.



Better access to health services ie referrals, surgeries, dr appts



Medical doctors as family practioners. My doctor is in Markham, On & I don't get there very
often.



Please do NOT put a pharmacy in the Dr.Hall Family Medical Centre. We have two pharmacy's
in town already, and that's absolutely great. Thank you



Keeping good Doctors and hospital facilities are greatly important as we age. Please make
these a priority.



My doctor relocated to London but because of a shortage of available doctors I stayed with
him. I would like to get a doctor in my town.,



It would be very helpful to be able to find a family doctor in this community.



If a family is not satisfied with their family doctor, it seems impossible to go and find another
family doctor. Maybe this growing concern can be worked on .... soon!



Doctors that actually care and are willing to help you!



I have to go to London to see my family doc. More docs in Woodstock would improve things. /
In order to visit a walk-in clinic, I must be a patient of a doctor in Woodstock – unacceptable



More accessibility to doctors since Tillsonburg is considered to be a retirement community



We need more doctors and better access to mental health facilities.



We have to go out of town to see our Doctor. There needs to be more family doctors here.



It would be nice to have a personal doctor rather than having to go out of town.



I have lived in Woodstock for over 3 years and cant get doctor ! ! !



Increased health care and social supports for growing Geriatric population. Create and develop
a dedicated specialized Dementia community.



Education to the public on natural choices for healthcare rather than drugs, like seeing a
Naturopathic Doctor.



We need more servces for phisical rehabilitation



Oxford needs more doctors. Oxford also needs its own midwives. They should not be apart of
Thames Valley Midwives as they cannot service enough women in Oxford.



We need more Doctors, I have been without a Doctor for 7 years. I'm getting older and I really
need a Doctor that is close by, as I don't drive.
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Access to a family doctor in a timely fashion would be helpful!



I would like to see better access to a local doctor. Currently, we do not have a local doctor in
Tillsonburg. We were told that one practice has a waiting list of over 1,000 residents.



Better access to healthcare



There is a great need for a full time walk in clinic. The one part time clinic in town is
ridiculous...always crammed with people waiting to be seen.



I think waiting weeks for a doctor appointment is stupid, some things need to be dealt with
immediately.



We should not have to wait so long for a doctor or hospital app. for test



Their are no doctors accepting patients. would not have moved here had i known this.



Woodstock needs Doctors....my partner waited years on Service Canada's list for a Woodstock
Doctor and finally had to get one in Kitchener. I kept the Doctor I had in Kitchener, or I would
be waiting too.



I am greatly concerned about the lack of local health care options. We keep seeing cutbacks on
services in our area like local hospital services (lab tests) and the strain of staff cutbacks
making our community unable to diagnosis or treat illnesses in a timely manner.



Improve local hospital management.



Access to family doctors and mental health access in areas other than Woodstock. Walk in
clinics. Or urgent care clinics.



Set up a walk-in clinic other than the emergency room. Attract more Doctors - especially
female ones. Why is one floor of Tillsonburg hospital not used? Manage it like a business and
utilize what you have!



My husband is on disability. He suffered brain damage when 5 years old, is a diabetic and has
had 2 heart attacks. We feel that both our well being and physical health suffer from the
governments indifference and slowness in responding to reimbursing travel, etc. We feel
forgotten.



More accessibility to primary care providers - doctors, nurse practitioner



More doctors



We could use a walk in clinic.



Offer public areas to pick up medical marijuana.



Access to medical appointments via a complementary service provided by the Town ie. Cities
have this service for free or minimal cost.



We need more Doctors and less quotas and ceilings in order to provide the best care for seniors



Also I feel hospital care in our hospital for elderly greatly can improve. There doesn't seem to
be enough time for patients (nursing) or doctor availablity to help patients in pain ect. Elderly
are put off as its' only constipation ect. when family feel different about it. More concern
needs to be addressed for seniors health care and listen to their needs in hospital and let them
keep their rights and not be forced elsewhere.



Promoting Tillsonburg as a retirement community is attracting residents from across the GTA
and beyond. These people expect more than a first aid post. Programs for the elderly are
essential. At the same time, this is a young family community. For a community this size not
to deliver babies or have a paediatrician, is a travesty.
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Work with the Ontario government to reduce wait times for hips and knees. When medical
procedures are needed it is very important to have these procedures done in our home but not
with a long wait time.



It is presumed that everyone has a car. There are lots of people that don't have a car and all the
doctors on the network are out of town. We need more doctors in this community.



Having more access to a mental professional who has the ability to prescribe medication. When
dealing with a spouse who is depressed and unwilling to call the emergency hotline. Then try to
make an appointment with a professional and they have a long waitlist. It puts a lot of stress on
the family.

Health care services – quality


Improve the quality of local health care. The hospital is substandard in the services provided.



I would like to see improvements in health care and reductions in wait times for operations.



There are clinics open at certain days but some people are at work and when they go a little
later if possible the room is full and your only option is to go to emerg which is not received
well at emerg and people are waiting 6 hours sometimes to get in for something non
threatening. They then hand you a form called health care connect and tell you that you can
find a doctor on there.



The wait time in Tillsonburg hospital for emergency situation is ridiculous, I have walked out
and gone to Ingersoll hospital, who actually listened to me that I could not sit and gave me a
bed and took care of my emergency immediately, they have my vote for caring.



Keep working on health care. Eliminate long wait times for surgery especially cancer
surgeries. Long waits only increase health care costs and less chances of survival and poorer
quality of life. All hospitals need to greatly improve on this because babyboomers have paid
into the system for years and when needing quick response for diseases especially like cancer
are cut short =death.



Keep up the great work. Love our new hospital. Great mental health supports.

Mental health


More help is needed for mental health. IT IS A DISABILITY but ALL forms of government
fail to see that. There are so many committing suicide, wait times for help are really long, no
place to put someone when they need hospitalization and the counsellors I find are no help.
They mask the problems but fail to work through the problems with individuals. Help is very
limited and when 2 counties have to be in 1 hospital, there is a serious problem!.



Easier and faster access to Mental Health, not enough professionals for workload



Need access to more mental health in areas other than Woodstock.



Mental/emotional health care services is not adequately offered or available in our community.
This area has been cut back over the years, and is a need that is overlooked, and not addressed.
With proper care that is proactive for our physical and mental wellbeing, that is accessible,
current and affordable our residents will be healthier and happier, better able to deal with life's
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challenges and changes. Education on healthy life skills for nutrition, physical activities,
mindful living, will help our residents, and decease health care visits.


Have local access to Mental Health 'HELP' !!



Mental health care is provided by teleconference on occasion. Is that appropriate?



We need more mental health professionals such as psychiatrists and councilors. There are
many people who could use someone to talk to and the resources are not available.



Better access to mental health professionals and courses during winter months.



Mental health services are in dire need of improvement!!



We need more servces for mild mental heath concerns. Wwe need more servces for adhd and
mentally challanged persons



We used to have a mental health building in Tillsonburg and you could get in to see a social
worker within a few weeks. There is nothing available in town and you need to go to
Woodstock for help or pay out of pocket to see someone. There are WAY TO MANY people
with mental health issues and no help for them.....Other than drugging them up so they feel
nothing, but they need to talk to a professional. My neighbor in my community committed
suicide, children are committing suicide .... this is getting out of hand! We need government to
put back money in mental health...read the statistics, its getting worse, sad part is government
knows about it .... but really dont care. I drive a school bus, trust me when I say .... kids need
help, it truly is scary. :(



There are no child psychologists in Oxford county, the closest is London but the wait list is
very long. Oxford County should try to recruit one even on a part time basis maybe at
Woodstock Hospital. Also do not try to close our small town hospitals they are needed by our
local residents and it helps to sustain healthcare careers.



I don't know have a solution, but somehow we need to talk more about depression amongst
young people. We have seen a number of suicides lately in the county. Mandatory well-being
courses being added to the curriculum in schools?



Open clinics to "talk" to someone.

Democratic Engagement
Local government leadership


Community leaders need to engage the public more through social media or with some other 2
way communication method - Too much of our communication from above is prepackaged
press releases



Stand up to upper tier governments and fight for the rights of local citizens.



The town council are a joke. They totally inept when it comes to anything involving the PUC
as they appear quite afraid of the Union that represents these employees. Impossible to have
any respect for the Town Officials. Thank you
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Town of Tillsonburg has been most helpful and happy to live here - but not at all "proud" of our
county politicians



It would be great to have a venue inviting us into Council/ MPP office so we can better
understand how things work.



We need better laws to protect the people and the environment from corporations. Local
(municipal) government should have more control over what is and is not allowed in their
county. Our provincial government does not respect it's own EPA or the Environmental
process.



Someone needs a vision for Oxford and get serious about implementing it!! Right now it is just
another “garden shed of Toronto", a typical product of the provincial government. I have lots
of suggestions to set Oxford apart as a superior place to live by elevating the quality of living
but they would require such a radical change of thinking it is doubtful they would even be
considered by current Ontario government mentality. We lived 50 years on the west coast
which, believe me, is light years ahead of Ontario in almost every area of provincial and
municipal advancement.



Enforce town bylaws without the residents having to lodge a complaint.

Government services and policies


Offer all public services. Eliminate all private services for profit. Eliminate the Oxford County
engineer and public works manager. Introduce 1 municipal regional government and replace all
the township, towns and city governments.



Less reliance on consultants and special interest groups to engage is expensive busy work
rather than investing in actual infrastructure or service delivery needs



The present municipal government - both levels - are promoting an agenda of more and more
new housing at any expense. They currently have approved enough new housing to last more
than 50 years into the future. They have no idea what will be needed 50 years into the future.
They are practising "in-filling" at all costs in this city. The provincial government has
"suggested" that infilling should be attempted but it is not law. Beautiful established
neighbourhoods are being destroyed by the implementation of this practise. The municipal
government is establishing sub-divisions that have detached houses on 35 foot wide lots. This
is Woodstock and Oxford County. There is no reason to be jamming such high density house
construction in this area. It is ugly and despoils our town - community and county. These
ridiculous policies must be stopped.



The animal bi-law needs to be increase from 2 to 4 providing the animals are well cared for and
regularly vetted

Taxes


Have respect for taxpayers money. Spend taxpayers money wisely.



The wasteful spending of taxpayer dollars must be stopped. The City of Woodstock has built
an art gallery that is mostly a day care center not a gallery. It has cost the taxpayers of this City
- millions of dollars to build and to operate this "gallery" - (It costs a million dollars a year just
to operate.) This is a town of 35,000 people. We, the taxpayers, cannot afford this - don't use it
and don't want it. Now the City is talking about spending another million dollars to put in a
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walking trail around Pittock Lake. It will cost thousands of dollars to maintain this trail every
year. More money that the taxpayers cannot and should not have to spend. This municipal
government has lost sight of the fact that their primary responsibility is to control and reduce
the necessary expenditures and stop the wasteful spending of taxpayer dollars.


Tell the provincial and federal governments to stop wasting tax dollars on ads. bragging about
how good they are doing and actually spending the money on something useful such as health
care workers.



Lessen the tax burden by local government (especially county of Oxford) which is not
accountable in local elections... ie. we vote for municipal leaders, one of whom also sits on
county. There is visible wastage of funding. (eg. duplication of services, board of health is out
of control, we see multiple garbage collections, school buses, etc. on our road each day/week.



Reduce property taxes for anyone on any retirement or pension plan.



The taxation level is to high in this community. I pay $4000 for a small home in municipal tax
plus the water and sewer tax every month and on top of that a garbage tax or tag, also it is
almost impossible to find a house with a decent lot that the average person can buy and afford,
I see all those vacant land here and they still built house against each other so they can pocket
as much tax as they can. We can’t be against political correctness and yes we need to preserved
our water and produce less garbage but your taxation system in this regard is simply abusive!!



The taxes are going up, but the services are going down.



Woodstock is a nice place, but to expensive. Property taxes are to way high for the services you
receive, or lack of. If the taxes were lower, then my well being would improve because I would
be able to spend the money elsewhere in the city instead or put in savings for a rainy day.



Residential taxes are way-higher in our city than our any other nearby cities



Property taxes are too high in Ingersoll.



Lower taxes



Lower taxes



Drop our city taxes. It's the highest in the province



The one concern or request I can suggest is lowering the Properties Taxes to match the close
neighbor Cities to us



Keep county taxes from going up so much every year.



Taxes are extremely high in the Town of Tillsonburg compared to neighbouring communities

Community information and communications


More activities for single people who do not have children and better information on such
available activities



Community calendars notifying of public events



Advertise programs and activities for all ages, especially those that are free on a weekly basis



Make more community information available online; such as current events going on at the
local community center.
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Need to better inform people of services available & how to access them, through a centralized
system. Much is available, but little awareness of those who should know where to go, of where
to go!!!



Re: questions about governments...federal, provincial local. Needs one re "How Do you Obtain
Info". I find it difficult to be knowledgeable in a timely fashion about what is happening @
County and Township levels. Minimal info online, local newspapers NOT very local, radio
reports very brief, info thru' minutes are months delayed (until approved). / 3."HOW DO YOU
OBTAIN INFO" might be a question to add for other areas of Well Being. All part of well
being ...felling well informed.



Better communication about events before the newspaper report that the event has already
taken place



I am recently new to the Woodstock community & therefore feel that my lack of knowledge of
what services are yet fully available to me may have hindered a large percentage of my
responses in the survey results for simply not knowing about what my community has yet to
offer as a new resident.



Social Media says it all. Join a local or county group and see what people are concerned about
or want in order to make their lives better.

Environment
Air quality


Air quality is of great importance to me. Unfortunately there is a great deal of locally-produced
pollution in the form of wood smoke: in summer, from backyard fire pits, and in winter, from
fireplaces and wood stoves. /The federal government, the Canadian Cancer Society, the Lung
Association, and the Heart & Stroke Foundation have all posted warnings about wood smoke;
just like second-hand tobacco smoke, there is NO safe level of exposure. Oxford County Public
Health has information about the hazards of open air burning on its website, but there is no
corresponding legislation to protect residents, as open air burning is legal in Woodstock,
Ingersoll, and probably in most parts of the County. To improve wellbeing in Oxford: 1) ban all
recreational wood burning (fire pits and fireplaces), 2) ban all wood stoves in urban areas
where gas is available, 3) for heating where gas in not available, only low-emission wood
stoves should be allowed



Reduce the stank from farms



Improve air quality.

Water quality


The Water in Ingersoll is not of the best, it smells and the tast is no good, my wife will not
drink it and we have to bye bottle water
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Clean up and improve the quality of our waterways, so we can swim consistently in Pittock
Lake and clean up the Thames River water quality so we can safely kayak.



The quality of drinking water (tap) needs improvement.



Decrease the unsafe sodium level of drinking water in Ingersoll so people who can't afford to
purchase bottled water or a water purification system will have access to safe drinking water.
Remove chlorine and fluoride from the drinking water.



Please start picking up yard garbage!!! Please start picking up "wet" garbage.

Noise pollution


Making a clearer noise disturbance/ violation section. e.g. constantly barking dog or loud
motorized car toys men seem to use. It's a disturbance to the peace in the houses around them.
Even during the day time. Not just after 11pm. Meeting with local chief of police did not clear
anything up with these matters.



Enforce noise laws....ie: why are Harley Davidson motorcycle drivers allowed to make so much
noise......



We moved to a rural area of Woodstock/ Blandford Blenheim mid summer of 2015, so haven't
been there a year yet. We love the area with the exception of the random horn system of the
trains- the noise pollution and constant natural interruption is quite unsettling.

Energy


I 'am very concerned about wind turbines in my community. The government both local and
provincial don't seem to care about my property values or adverse health risks associated with
them.

Farmland


Quit gobbling up valuable farmland with housing



Preserve farmland from residential and industrial development, including wind turbines and
solar panels. Protect communities from destruction of their living environments.

Waste management
City dump


I dont want walker and charmuse destroying our community and water and air. Please no
dump.



Fight the dump. More toxic waste drop off dates.



Stop the dump from being passed!!!
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No dump in beachville it's a really bad idea!!!!



Say no to the dump



Keep water quality high. No Dump!



Stop the dump for sure



I'm concerned about possibility of the dump coming to our area. If it does, I intend to move.



less politicking more action in relation to stopping the proposed landfill (municipal and County
level)



We would like to preserve the wonderful environment that we have in our community. It is
imperative that the mega dump not come to Oxford County. Air quality, water quality, the
environment and our health will drop dramatically. Should the mega dump come to Oxford
County my overall wellbeing and quality of life will decline, possibly forcing me to leave the
community that is vitally important to who I am.



Stop the proposed Beachville Dump



ABSOLUTELY NO DUMP!!!!!!!!!!! At Carameuse lime quarries



Change the name of Oxford county to Toronto City Dump thanks to Dave Mac



No Garbage dump in beachville



Take steps to prevent the dump from coming to this area.



Very concerned over the dump that looks like it will probably happen maybe not in my time but
definitely in my son's time. We own our own farm which he will be taking over. Water is vital
to a farm situation as well as human beings!



Environmental issues are the most important currently in Oxford County. Our water,
environmental and future wellbeing in Oxford County is being threatened by a major dump. It
needs to be the highest priority for local and provincial governments to assess the high risk of
this mega dump and put an end to it before it threatens us and all future generations.



Please stop the dump.



Say NO NO NO to a fu#%ing mega dump



Continue the fight to block the establishment of the Walker Dump!!!!



Stop the DUMP. Worry about its arrival is not good for my community and stops people
putting down roots.



Keep the water and air clean and don't allow the dump for Toronto garbage to proceed. It will
ruin this area.



We have a great situation here and do not want it ruined by a megadump next to our
community.



Don’t dump in the quarry



Keep dumping from Toronto or other cities out of here.

Garbage tags


Why in Woodstock we should pay for garbage, while in other cities of Ontario it is free? I think
this is demotivate.
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Garbage bag should not be tag, it should be free because the property taxes are too
expensive,,more expensive with some developed cities



Take away the GARBAGE TAGS!!!



Eliminate the service fees Bag tags, recycling bins, water, sewer



Finally the garbage bag tags are a joke. You can't tell me it cost the county 2 bucks to pick up a
bag of garbage. I pay property tax that should cover all of that. Should get 20 or so free every
year



The other issue is the cost of garbage. We pay high taxes in Woodstock and having to pay for
garbage removal is a burden.



Also having at least one (1) bag of garbage free.

Recycling and garbage collection


Please, please, please have Tillsonburg PUC get off there damn butts, quite driving around in
the town trucks doing nothing, and clean up all the garbage in public areas. This town should
be ashamed of itself. It looks like a dump site. Please understand that we are not the only ones
complaining about this.



I think garbage collection needs to include recycling being picked up every week.



Increase recycling opportunities (green waste, items like light bulbs & batteries). Provide daily
access to a recycling depot. Regular update & increase type of recyclables as conditions
warrant



Last summer/fall i picked up 178 bags of garbage in pittock. not enough trash cans and not
placed properly.



Disappointed in the changes to garbage recycling. I thought with the new changes you took
more than you actually do. Would be nice is at times recycling wasn't accidently dropped just
steps from pick up area and left for it to blow into ditches. Different days is fine with me as you
offer excellent Internet program to notify me of pick up days. Thanks!



The service in this city related to collecting household waste is one of the worst. The service is
expensive and poor. Recycling should be collected weekly. If you do not have a truck or
utility trailer there is no way to get rid of items like: appliances, cement products, clean landfill
and construction/building products. Small items are often left beside the curb with an orange
tag, leaving the community looking messy, when it would be a small matter of grace for the
person tagging the product to have thrown it into the truck. Garbage collection needs to have
the mind-set of serving the people, not educating the people or seeking to make money off of
the people who pay taxes for the service which is often not well provided.



A yard waste pickup and a twice year junk pickup would be great. I am very happy that we now
have recycling pick up every week.



I did send a note regarding why Woodstock wasn't included in the recycling changes that took
place in Oxford county and got a pretty rude response. When I politely commented back I was
just ignored. I'd still love that answer as we're really far behind.



I would like to see more community services like compost pick up, more strict enforcement of
recycling.



Yes I would like to see it manditory for all apartment buildings to provide recycling
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Pollution and littering


More control over people who broadcast chemicals across the county, by documenting
chemicals they distribute, how it's applied and eliminating drift or washout.



Ensure that we keep our environment intact ie. green space, trails, water and air quality, farms
in area, etc.



Better enforcement for littering.



Lately we have noticed a drastic increase in the amount of trash in the ditches and along the
side of the roads in our neighbourhood - too bad in such a gorgeous country setting. It would
be nice if there was a program to clean this up/prevent it.

Local food


Keep our focus on a good supply of locally grown foods and affordability esp for lower income
families



I think food security is a issue that will effect a lot of health issues, we need to give people
access to food. NOT CHARITY food program.



A food waste programme.

Environmental programmes and services


The kids in our community should have a mandatory number of hours a week to participate in
the maintenance of our environment by either doing a garbage pick up or assisting with the
maintenance of the community recreation, gardens and natural environment.



More involvement of our youth in the agricultural community ie) class trips to farms, growing
gardens in schools (teaching kids and young adults self sustainability)



They should add in the city recycling deposit a place for use motor oil and coolant, paint,
solvent even wood aren’t we suppose to protect our resource? why can we recycle wood? I see
field and field of corn why don’t we produce ethanol for gasoline with corn by-products and
wood as cellulosic ethanol. I can’t find any E85 here.

Parks, outdoor spaces, wildlife


Plant some trees in our neighbourhood



Plant some small trees to line the main street, pretty it up. Make it inviting.



Also there needs to be more parks and things for children to do in order to help steer them away
from ALL of the drugs in this community.



I would like to have a toddler park for my kids and the kids that I watch at the park by my
house which is on Julianna.



I'd like to see more done with Pittock south shore. I think Pittock lake is a hidden gem and
would love to see Oxford/Woodstock provide financial assistance to make the area more
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accessible, as well as to clubs such as the Woodstock Dragon Boat Club to develop and grow
the area. We need to maximize the community we've got and I feel so much more could be
done with Pittock.


I enjoy horseback riding and I would love to see local public trails open to horses. I have seen
a completely public (all uses except motorized vehicles) in use in other communities (ie: York
Region) successfully and would really like to see it implemented in this area too.



more green space

Leisure and Culture
Facilities


A community studio arts center.



More opportunities for the growth of musical arts. There are next to know venues here for live
music besides bars



Our art gallery is a joke. It is not a tourist attraction. There really isn't anything in Woodstock
that is appealing to out of town visitors/tourists.



As a family raising young children, we would love to see an indoor recreation centre geared
towards families with children that included an indoor play centre, child care, a swimming pool
that is child friendly (i.e. graduated entry into water, water slides, wave pool, hot tub, etc. This
would help with us be active during the long winter months. It would also be great to have a
new, free splash pad in Woodstock and a park that has shade.



We moved to Woodstock from London 2 years ago. I was immediately impressed with the
amount of recreational spaces available for youth ie; parks, splash pads, pools, baseball and
soccer facilities, all of which are maticulously maintained



Better sports facilities located in one building. Communities like Brantford, Goderich, Guelph
have large impressive YMCA's and facilities like the Wayne Gretzky Sports Centre where
many, many sports options are available. In Woodstock, they are very fragmented and all over
the place. The swimming facilities, for example are poor at best with pools that are
overcrowded during lesson times, makeshift/make-do renos done to change rooms (i.e.
Southside's family change room). It would be great if the Sportsplex at Goff Hall had a large
pool facility, squash courts, large, impressive weight room etc.. We need a more centralized
and impressive facility where the community can come together.



Have fitness clubs/gyms free for seniors. I still need and want to work out, keep healthy but
living on a limited income I can't afford the monthly dues. Gyms also allow for socializing
through group fitness.



Why does the senior Center have to close on the weekend? Many over 55 work and would
enjoy time there for their well being. Then when they retire they pay it forward and volunteer
there. As long as the program's remain reasonable more people attending to take programs etc.



The Ingersoll 50plus Activity Centre is a great resource for retired people
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The Senior's centre should be downtown where it is more accessible.



The Senior Centre was a very friendly and active place to go when we first came here. This has
changed with staff being dictatorial and it is no longer a friendly welcoming place to go. This is
very unfortunate as it has gone from a great place full of people to many groups going
elsewhere and very little use.



Ingersoll needs a new multi-use recreation complex like Dorchester, Paris, Ayr, Aylmer, St.
Thomas, Woodstock, Tillsonburg all have



In some locales there are no recreational activities for seniors and no skate parks or areas for
youth.



A splash pad at the Embro arena for the grandchildren.



Ingersoll needs a new arena.



New arena in Ingersoll (twin pad)



We need more gyms, and for them to have some sort of subsidy payment plan.



We badly need a new arena that includes a walking path for seniors that want to walk and be
safe. Why should people have to drive to Dorchester to walk on a track?

Programmes, classes, and special events


Utilize parks better FREE ie) art in the park, outdoor concerts/music for local talent, outdoor
movie night, paddle boat rentals, best chili/ bbq spareribs event with small cost for taste
samples



The gentle exercise programs for seniors are wonderful, well attended by mostly women. I
wonder why more men aren't concerned or involved.



Less emphasis on sports for kids and more on physical activities for all ages



More outdoor exercise equipment for adults as seen in Europe & Turkey



Would like to see more interest in fine arts. I have to go to other towns for classes.



Making more recreational and Sports activities sponsored by the City for the present population



Need more activities for retired men ages 55 to 70 years that don't participate in sports. More
social activities for 55-70 to participate in etc. like dancing, and not at a great expense to the
retires.



More outdoor activities for kids in general.



Organize more events for youth. Advertise events through social media.

Access to facilities, programmes, and services


Recreation needs to be at the forefront of government and decisions and it needs to be FREE to
everyone, it provides a foundation for learning, for health mentally and physically and socially.
Stop separating all of us, we can play together you know. grandparents, kids and adults, all of
us together, every community or municipality needs a great state of the art community wellness
and recreation centre
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It would be nice to see more activities at the Community Center geared to the over 65, so that
we don't have to drive to the bigger cities.



Yes, the community centre should extend its hours for the fitness centre...especially during the
summer, the hours are cut back...also, extending the hours of the library during summer
months.



I went to a gym in London where u could use at least a part of the pool anytime.



Opportunities for families in lower income bracket to participate in sports/arts etc. It is far too
expensive to play most sports or partake in arts/cultural activities.



Some of the questions are tough to answer honestly because I live in Tavistock where there is
limited everything (parks, recreation, groups etc) or non-existent (arts, cultural etc.). This town
could certainly use more recreational stuff, such as paved tails or a paved track. Not bad if you
are into hockey, skating or soccer. Could use more trails in general and also tennis courts.



I live out in the country there is no programs for kids and or adults a lot of these questions did
not apply, there is no pools rinks and or gyms in my area so what ever we do we have to travel
it gets expensive.



I live in the north east of Woodstock, and we need more community services here. Everything
is in the south west - pool, gymnastics, arena, etc. Most of the residential development is up
here, so it is frustrating to see only a baseball park going in.



Because of where we are (Woodstock/ Blandford Blenheim), we no longer have the same easy
access to facilities that we used to use (swimming, sports, biking, parks etc) when we lived in
urban Cambridge. We knew this when we purchased the property though and because of the
size of the property, we always have activities of our own to do. We are looking forward to
checking out some of the recreational locations in our surrounding areas this spring and
summer.



Living in a small rural town (Drumbo), I wish there were more organizations/ recreational/
sporting options for my family within Drumbo.



Shortage of attractions/activities to access nearby to engage/occupy visiting grandchildren, for
example (out-of-town visitors) available during various seasons, without having to travel a
distance to larger city centres.



All of the money is spent in the big communities of Oxford County and not any recreational
activities are offered in the smaller sections. With the aging of the population, cost of
transportation, lack of physical activity as well as cost of living, more rec centres should be in
place through out oxford county, not just situated in the city



As a healthy retired person, I'm looking for fairly active, inspiring activities, more than what
Southgate offers, and more than what my retirement/adult neighborhood offers.



Make recreational activities more affordable



I think the cost of maintaining the indoor walking track at Cowan Park should be covered by
local governments and access to that facility should be free to the general public. Lots of
seniors take their exercise outdoors winter and summer. For the relatively few days of extreme
weather having the option of using Cowan Park would be a tremendous benefit to this portion
of the public. A paid membership fee should not act as a barrier. At the very least Cowan Park
could be declared open to everyone on the days that municipalities issue an "Extreme Cold
Weather Alerts".



I think there are excellent opportunities in this community for access to parks, education,
facilities plus other things but my age and mobility don't allow me to participate.
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Provide free and/or low cost educational, cultural and leisure activities for individuals of low
income and/or who are unemployed. The community cannot grow in a positive manor if you
only look to those with expendable income to participate in such activities. Thank you.



Have public transportation and pools and the complex etc. open on holidays, so people have
places to go with their families. Right now the only place open most times on holidays is the
casino, and people with families can't go there.



Woodstock needs more extra circular activities for young children, teens and families. Summer
camps need to have more flexible times. It is difficult to commute to another city, start work
at 8 when summer camps start at 8 to 9 am and are done at 4 to 4:30 without having to pay
outrageous extra extended time fees.



The town of Plattsville needs attention. Being at the bottom end of Oxford County puts us at a
huge disadvantage for access to programming etc.. Perhaps Oxford could partner with Wilmot
to allow access to their programming for Plattsville residents?



Provide a wider variety of activities for adults (see St Mary's, Ontario community complex
programming).



Access to ice time at local arenas



Must need a recreational facility in north-east of Woodstock.



I feel we need more recreation in the North Eastern.



Better community programs and facilities. This city needs another outdoor and indoor pool on
the north side of Woodstock as well as addition recreational programs such as art programs and
different exercise programs at a more affordable cost than those offered at private gyms and art
centres.



Eliminate user fees ie) indoor walking track - no cost leisure activities for 50 plus adults as well
as the youth in Oxford County



User fees to walk at Cowan Park are a concern for some friends.

Education
General


Education of young people should be number one priority.



Maybe satellite interest courses at local sites such as Ingersoll and Tillsonburg from Fanshawe
College several times a year.



We need more local educational attractions



Generally wellbeing is very good in Oxford but I would like to see more courses offered for Art
instruction and more evening opportunities for development.



Our public library is one great spot, hope it continues to expand educational programs; is fairly
limited at the present.
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Have more options for free activities for preschoolers.



General interest or post secondary credit courses offered

Access to educational programmes and services


I sorely miss a higher level of educational and volunteer opportunities. I have to drive all the
way to Brantford to volunteer at the SPCA, attend educational classes.



We need a local school board, have to go to london to get services like assements and theripies
for our children



More affordable access to education/special interest courses



There used to be more classes and opportunities offered in the evenings at local public schools.



I like the idea of having a satellite university campus in Woodstock. I have to drive outside of
my community for work and continuing education because of limited opportunities in Oxford
County.

Living Standards
Affordable housing


Affordable housing for young people who are working for lower wages than previous
generations.



There is a dire need for affordable rentals as well. I looked for a long time (not months but
years) to find the apartment I am in right now. I lived in an apartment for years that was was
poorly maintained because I had no where to move to that I could afford on my own.



We need more apartments for women on their own. The family home is too large and their are
no places available for them to live and stay in their hometown of Norwich.



Reduce the future amount of geared to income housing projects as the city has far too many as
it is.



I feel that the community of Tillsonburg needs more affordable garden type dwellings on 1
level with a garage.



This community is putting up a lot of affordable housing for seniors, but this community is also
made up of younger people who are struggling to find an affordable place to live on a small
income. There needs to be more low-income affordable housing in our community.



Have rent control.



Poverty and housing are issues



Need more senior housing.
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Need more senior affordable homes like Garland Crt Ingersoll



More affordable and accommodating functions for seniors that work during the day.



There needs to be more affordable housing for the aged residents of Norwich as well as
programs to assist them with medical and living needs.



I am presently selling my house and planned on moving to an apartment. There is a very big
shortage of pet friendly seniors apartments for rent here. Or even decent apartments at a decent
price that seniors on pensions can afford.



More senior style homes (all one level) in Thamesford are needed as many have to leave to live
in Ingersoll, Woodstock or London because of lack of housing and conveniences such as
grocery store for those unable to drive or with mobility issues such as not being able to use
stairs. Thorndale has a very nice Manor style senior living accommodations which would be
nice to have in Thamesford.



More affordable housing which would include ranch style homes for seniors to downsize tothe choice now is a apartment or a retirement home



Senior retirement homes are desperately needed in this town as many seniors have to locate
elsewhere when they have to leave their homes for a variety of reasons.



A community that can grow old from apartments to nursing home style living with a strong we.
Not enough ongoing senior "in home" care. Many seniors known to me that are not adequetly
receiving proper care and/or proper time slots on a daily basis. Care Partners are cutting back
hours and household tasks while ageing seniors currently need more care, not less! Their
excuse > Cheshire Home Care is replacing them in the future. However, Cheshire Home Care is
not financially able to take on new clients now and yet Care Partners is already making cut
backs on their home care for this very reason. Many Care Partner staff are too busy. * Now
sending their workers in part time, to service nursing home clients....? Although the Govt states
it wants to save money by keeping the ageing population in their own homes longer. To save
the Govt excess money, when subsidizing people in Nursing Homes. Senior home care or lack
of it in Oxford County is very shameful!



More geared to income rental apartments for seniors.

Cost of living


Utility costs are high not because of use but because of all the high priced help working within
the organizations.



Lower utilities costs!!!!



Lower rent on personal residences and business spaces.



Make things cheaper. People can't get out and socialize when everything costs too much.



To improve wellbeing in Oxford I recommend taking control of costs for living. Expenses like
property tax, water, sewage, garbage removal, recreational activities, etc are out of control.
The costs are increasing far beyond the average inflation rate. Waste of dollars in many areas
are very visible to the public. Taking control of these increasing costs would increase the
wellbeing of residence of Oxford County.



Ontario Works NEEDS to pay out more it does not even come close to being enough to survive
on with the prices of EVERYTHING rising so HIGH! (Rent, utilities, food, clothing, personal
care items, etc.) When you're on your on trying to make life better it is so very hard to do when
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you're worried ALL THE TIME about how you are going to feed and clothe your children and
get them the things they need and trying to keep a roof with utilities over their heads for them.


Lower Rents would be the best improvement to my personal situation.



Increase income benefits for those that do not have enough for a healthy diet.



Cutting back on Hydro, water, sewer, etc. costs



Gas prices are always higher in Woodstock



Hydro is expensive. Can't more be done on solar efficiencies in the home?



Bring the cost of hydro down



Easier access to odsp or programs like it

Senior’s cost of living


Very disappointed with lack of compassion shown by Oxford Council in withdrawing garbage
services from our street in a seniors community. Costs to provide service were $3200 per year
and now seniors are struggling in all sorts of weather to try to carry heavy receptacles over 1/3
mile every week.



More geared to income living for seniors



More financial aid for seniors



Retired people are coming quickly and the city needs to recognize and address the problems
and needs of their older community and provide them easy and affordable things to do.



You discriminate against seniors by making electricity at cheaper rates during the night when
you suggest that sleep is essential to good health.



Seniors require more benefits and services for free or minimal cost. The cost of living for
Seniors is extremely high especially if widowed and your family lives out of town. I am very
fortunate to have some support from my family that is out of town.



For utility charges - is there anything that can be done for seniors on a limited income ie hydro
program that Ontario gov't created. Just a few thoughts.

Jobs and employment


I wish you asked more about work and what stresses the staff



More jobs



Encourage unionizing within oxford county, leads to better standard of living for the working
class, and eliminate hiring agency's that lead to part time and short term employment



We need more opportunities for apprenticeships in all fields of employment not just traditional
ones. We need more youth employment opportunities



Job security is not the best. Lost my job after 23 years. Husband is through hiring company or
on contract. No stability. Hard to get into some companies because most are through hiring
companies.



The other issue is that it appears it's very difficult for a female over 55 to get a decent job here
or in the surrounding areas.
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Encourage social enterprises that are self sustaining



ERTH solutions (water billing office) must stay within Oxford county region so that our
community adds up with employment opportunity



More funding for the child care workers. They mold the young minds of this countries future
and the are extremely under paid.

Time Use
General


Need to bring Norwich to 21st century. Start opening on Sunday.



Community activities for young children be offered later time during week to allow working
families to participate. Activities starting at 5/530 do not work for families that work until 5
therefore child continues to miss opportunities stay at home or shift workers families can do.



It would be easier if things in the community where in the day for people that work straight
afternoons. Most things take place in the evening like community meeting so it’s hard to get
involved. But data likely shows most people work the usual 9-5

Overall Wellbeing
General


Opportunities for wellbeing in Oxford are readily available but my personal, financial &
marital situation prevents me from living as healthy & well-rounded physically & mentally as I
would like to be.



Well being is mostly up to the individual --some can be well with little, others need more.
Oxford offers many opportunities for those who seek them, and for those who don't, doing
more will not get them involve unless they want to be involved.



Oxford County is an amazing place to live and to raise children. God has blessed us so much
and given us freedom and a wonderful place to live. I feel that we are somewhat sheltered here
which is great.



Very satisfied



“Hurt not others in ways that you yourself would find hurtful"
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Focus more on hands up rather than hands off or hand outs. Create a future for all not just the
high net worth well educated folks ENJOY OUR BLESSINGS



Listen to people who have scooters



Grow the economy, help the people who appreciate help, diversify economically



There are lots of opportunities if one wishes to participate.



Financially support organizations engaged in activities that promote and sustain traditional
family life.

Survey specific comments


Survey misses opportunities to learn about lifestyles that are NOT urban-centric. Its focus tends
to assume that participants are middle-aged and live from a set of values that are exceedingly
conventional. It would have been inspiring to complete a survey that recognizes more fully the
dramatic challenges faced by society and the environment today - challenges that call for moral
imagination and a strong will to carry ideals into action.



Man this is a long survey and time consuming lol



Your survey does not ask if we live in rural area vs urban.



1.This survey does not seem to take into account that many of us live in the country/rural
setting. Some questions were difficult to answer in that context. Need to ask something about
living in city or town or rural. If my ability to drive was compromised (as may be the case for
some respondents) many of my answers would be very different.



Otherwise will be interested in hearing/reading about Oxford County's Wellbeing. How will
that happen?



While I am happy that the County has taken a step to touch base with us in this survey, I would
like the county to ask everyone "hey how's things" "where are we doing it right? Where can we
improve?" A random sample of the population is cheaper yes and gives you a quick snapshot of
the "feel" of the community, but that's like taking a picture of one rock in the Grand Canyon.
Ask us all and ask us based on exactly where we live. Thank you.



Website for survey is extremely slow



This survey is well prepared. Congratulations



Some of the survey questions did not really apply to my situation and I would have checked
"does not apply" if that would have been offered.



I am pleased to participate in this survey and wish you well. I will look forward to the results,
at some point.



Having a bar demonstrating how far into survey we have made it would be helpful. i almost
shut it off because f the number of questions.



Thank you for offering this survey. As an individual that works with the public, I have great
concerns about the accessibility of this survey and whether it will be truly reflective of Oxford
residence. The letter I received in the mail inviting me to participate in this survey is very high
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literacy and uninviting to those who are already burdened with many compounding
determinants of health. My concern is that individuals whose lives are most affected by
inequities will not have equitable access to this survey and will be underrepresented. If that is
the case then we will have missed the opportunity to address system gaps in a meaningful way
for the community at large.


I really don't see the need in asking whether a person is straight, gay or transgender! We are all
"human" and should be respected as so. What does it matter? That is really prying into people
personal lives and should not even be a question on here!



My responses regarding relationships, emotional well being and "spare time" were based on
having to juggle 3 jobs with numerous shifts but there wasn't an option for explaining my
reasons for picking.



Taking this survey has been positive for me. It brought awareness to me how little time I am
spending on myself and my physical/mental well being. I hope to make changes on that now.



Would've liked to answer n/a for some, or explain why polarized answers to questions (I.e.
Story behind the numbers might help you with research). Very interesting, thank you for doing
this work for our community and wellbeing!



Too
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooog



For someone who is retired from their previous "main job" & now continues to work at a
family business this program is not user friendly.



Thoughtful questions.



Your questions can be confusing with no "agree" available / sometimes "not applicable" needs
to be used / corrections need to be allowed, the first few questions are wrong - I learned



Some sections could do with a space for comment or clarifications or multiple choices to better
define the answer eg I am retired but also work a few hours and operate a small at home
business and none of the answers allows for this description



Some questions did not apply to me. I live in a rural community which is a hamlet so many
services are not available to me.



I wasn't satisfied with the choices given to answer some of the questions. I would have liked to
answer n/a in quite a number of cases.



Interesting survey!!



Nice and easy to do / Thank you



My wife and I live on 65 acres of land that is mostly all woods and swamp. Many of these
questions about community do not apply to us and are hard to answer. There should have been
a “does not apply column"



This survey is longer than the census. Shorten the surveys. Some questions are repeated several
times.



Thank god it is over



In my opinion this survey was a complete waste of my time. Too many questions repeated
themselves. One thing to suggest to improve my wellbeing is not ask me to do one of these
again.



This is a pretty good survey overall. When the phrase "your community" was used throughout,
I sometimes wasn't entirely certain whether it was referring to Community, as in "Oxford" and
all its offerings, or whether it meant my small spot on the globe within Oxford, and the
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offerings available there. My responses mostly reflected my immediate community, as in the
exact town I live in, not what I might have access to 10, or 20, or 30 kilometres away from me
in other Oxford 'communities.'


Very cool survey!



Some of your question were NOYB



I own two houses in Woodstock, but reside in Toronto. We are renovating a house on Victoria
St and will be moving back to Woodstock. many of the questions I answered relate to my
Toronto community which I dislike.



This is a very intrusive question.



Yes, this took to long



To me this was a waste of time!



I am a truck driver, on the road 5 days a week, only home on weekends. I feel this skews some
of the results I provided.



As with all surveys, I realize these questions have a narrow focus. Just for you to know, I
typically have to search outside this community to find a variety of leisure activities, which I do
enjoy, and so answered.



My community, Norwich tends to be a bit overlooked in this survey's choices of cultural sites.
We have an exceptional Museum and Archives as well as a great Library. A bit more awareness
of what is outside Woodstock , Ingersoll and Tillsonburg would be appreciated.



If you asked my husband these same questions the answers to some of them would be very
different.



I don't appreciate the questions about gender, sexual orientation, etc., although I do realize it's
something we have to deal with in this crazy world. We are either male or female, not 'other'.
A lot of these questions are about how I feel and what I would like. Too bad there is that
selfish mentality. Our first calling is to glorify our Maker, the only true God, then love others,
and put ourselves last. There can't be true satisfaction without this. Thanks for the work you
do.



Yes, do not include questions regarding transgender, gay, lesbian in your surveys. These are
wrong choices in themselves. Heterosexual is normal, the others are not.



Be specific about the healthcare with more detail...it would be interesting to ask questions like
do you have a family doctor?
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